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Seamless data integration via API
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At GPI, we believe in the power of getting the right insights at the right time

All of our solutions are powered by integrated, real-time pricing and market access data.
We continually invest in technology, taxonomy, and QA to ensure we are always in a position
to deliver the best for our clients. 
Our value is not only in the data, but in what we can do with it.

Policy

Legislative updates impacting P&R (e.g. IRP,
price and reimbursement policy)

Regulatory
Official label, regulatory
information and launch dates

Prices
Pricing data at pack level
across 90+ countries
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Value and Access
HTA outcomes and drivers
across 25+ countries

Treatment costs
Average cost to treat a patient on
a per day, month or annum basis 

Reimbursement
Payer compensation and restrictions
at pack, product and indication level
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Our seamless API integration allows you to access our data when, where, and how you
require

Data at ideal point of use
Minimize the need for
multiple platforms and
allow for better utilization
of data by having it
available in the places you
need it.
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Minimal manual
intervention

Collaboration with
preferred vendors

Robust linkages allows for
data sets to be easily
integrated and refreshed
automatically.

Our flexibility allows us to
work directly with your
preferred vendors to
ensure a smooth
integration on your behalf.

End-to-end service
Our development team
and data experts are on
hand to guide and support
through the entire
process.
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Therapeutic Area Coverage

GPI has coverage of 15 Therapeutic Areas, all of which can leveraged via GPI’s suite of technology and service offerings.
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Cardiovascular & Metabolism

CNS & Pain

Dermatology

Gastrointestinal

Haematology

Inflammation & Immunology

Musculoskeletal & Rheumatology

Nephrology & Urology

Haem Oncology

Solid Tumors

Ophthalmology

Orphan Disease

Respiratory

Vaccines & Infectious Diseases

Women's health
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Country Coverage

GPI data spans 90+ markets, all of which can leveraged via GPI’s suite of technology and service offerings.

Europe

Canada^

North America

(Quebec*, Ontario*),
USA*

Albania, Austria, Belarus, Belgium*, Bosnia, Bulgaria*, Croatia*, Cyrus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, England, Estonia*, Finland, France*, Germany*, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland*, Italy*, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Kazakhstan, Macedonia, Moldova, Netherlands*, Norway*,
Poland*, Portugal*, Romania*, Russia, Scotland*, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
Spain*, Sweden*, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United Kingdom*

Asia

Armenia, China*, Georgia, Hong Kong^^, India, Indonesia,
Japan*, Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, S. Korea*,
Singapore^^, Sri-Lanka, Taiwan*, Thailand*, Uzbekistan,
Vietnam

Latin America

Argentina*, Brazil*, Chile, Colombia*, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru**, Uruguay

Middle East & Africa

Algeria, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Israel, Jordan,
Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Tunisia,
UAE
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Pricing and Reimbursement data across countries listed above
*HTA outcomes available; ^Provincial coverage; ^^Limited data coverage

Oceania

Australia*, New Zealand*
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A global pharmaceutical company partners with GPI and Model N to address key
challenges for pricing and launch excellence

Background
A global pharmaceutical company, seeking a holistic
global price management solution to manage their
internal prices as well as competitor price monitoring.
Instead of using multiple platforms, the company
wants to view and manage this information all in one
place.
In addition, the company seeks support in tracking IRP
rules globally to simulate impact for their products as
needed.
The company approached GPI + Model N to lead the
implementation of this solution, given their combined
software, data, and expertise.
GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE:
60+ countries

Approach

Impact

Model N provided their Global Price Management (GPM)
software within which global price data for all products will be
stored and managed. This offers the client:
• IRP Simulation
• Price and sales forecasting
• Price controls
• Global launch excellence

Together, Model N and GPI provided a complete solution by
which the client is able to:

GPI leveraged their seamless API integration, GPI Connect, to
automatically stream relevant price and access data for all the
company’s products and relevant competitors to Model N’s
GPM:
• Price and reimbursement data
• Indication-level cost of treatment
• Global IRP rules matrix

•

Have visibility into internal prices and competitor price
trends in one platform

•

Effectively track and respond to price change requests

•

Proactively drive pricing policies by monitoring IRP impact
with consistently updated IRP rules

•

Effectively compare competitors’ cost of treatment down
to the indication-level

•

Create realistic launch sequences with accurate price data,
volume forecasts, and optimization algorithms

•

Internal to external price validation with a view to compare
internal and publicly listed prices

GPI and Model N’s partnership proved to be a success, acting
together as an extension of the company’s team.
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About GPI
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About Global Pricing Innovations

Our
vision
Driving effective and
efficient access to
medicines with faster
insights and sustainable
pricing strategies.

Expertise in Life Sciences
Pricing and Market Access

Leading Consulting
Team

Advanced analytical
frameworks and algorithms

Our core
values
Sustainability
Authenticity
Quality matters

In-house
Development Team
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Intelligent tools and
platforms

Automated data collection
and prep methodology

Collaboration
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We are a global company with a diverse team, renowned for analytical
approaches, carrying expertise worldwide and across several therapy areas

60+
Employees globally

Thought Leader
In agile, analytical methods for
price and access research

Headquarters: London, UK
GPI Office: Cambridge, UK
GPI Office: Mumbai, India
Global Partners:
(US, Switzerland, China)

Global Expertise
Coverage in 90+ countries with
expertise in all major global markets

Therapy Areas
Coverage in 15 therapy areas with expertise in
Oncology, Rare Diseases, Immunology, Cardiovascular,
Hematology, Ophthalmology, and Neurology
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We help to drive efficient and effective pricing and market access strategies
with our suite of technology and service offerings

TECHNOLOGY
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SERVICES

API

Analytics
Platform

Price and Access
Forecasting

Price and
Access Strategy

Seamless data
integration via API

Dynamic price
and access analytics

Agile value assessment and
price forecasting methodology

P&MA consultancy powered by
data and analytics

Data available at ideal
point of use and end-toend service for smooth
implementation

Generate rapid and robust
insights leveraging
integrated data, multifaceted visualizations, and
powerful algorithms

Transparent value
assessment and scenario
planning, promoting
efficiencies and improving
the quality of decisions

Evidence-based strategy
development, and
actionable
recommendations
bespoke to your needs
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We welcome the opportunity
to support you
Rachel Jao
Head of Commercial Strategy
Rachel.Jao@globalpricing.com
+44 7307 808040

Sam Fieldwick
Commercial Development Manager
Sam.Fieldwick@globalpricing.com
+44 7548 802524

Global Pricing Innovations Ltd
North Row | 64 North Row, Mayfair, London, W1J 5RL | United Kingdom | www.globalpricing.com | info@globalpricing.com
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